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Abstract When mimicking epileptic processes in a labora-
tory setting, it is important to understand the differences
between experimental models of seizures and epilepsy.
Because human epilepsy is defined by the appearance of
multiple spontaneous recurrent seizures, the induction of
a single acute seizure without recurrence does not constitute
an adequate epilepsy model. Animal models of epilepsy
might be useful for various tasks. They allow for the
investigation of pathophysiological mechanisms of the
disease, the evaluation, or the development of new anti-
epileptic treatments, and the study of the consequences
of recurrent seizures and neurological and psychiatric
comorbidities. Although clinical relevance is always an
issue, the development of models of pediatric epilepsies
is particularly challenging due to the existence of several

key differences in the dynamics of human and rodent
brain maturation. Another important consideration in
modeling pediatric epilepsy is that “children are not little
adults,” and therefore a mere application of models of
adult epilepsies to the immature specimens is irrelevant.
Herein, we review the models of pediatric epilepsy. First,
we illustrate the differences between models of pediatric
epilepsy and models of the adulthood consequences of a
precipitating insult in early life. Next, we focus on new
animal models of specific forms of epilepsies that occur
in the developing brain. We conclude by emphasizing the
deficiencies in the existing animal models and the need
for several new models.

Keywords Animal models . Seizure . Epilepsy . Immature
brain . Development.

Introduction

Epilepsy is suspected when there is a repetition of seizures.
The causes and clinical spectrums of epilepsy in children are
extremely wide ranging. Worldwide, it is estimated that 10.5
million children 15 years of age have active epilepsy and
constitute approximately 25 % of the global epilepsy popu-
lation [1]. Several classifications of the seizures (symptoms)
and the epilepsy syndromes have been refined in time to
have a common vocabulary [2–5]. The classifications pro-
vide a fundamental framework for organizing and differen-
tiating the epilepsies. The epilepsy syndromes are
distinctive disorders identifiable on the basis of the typical
age onset, specific electroencephalographic (EEG) charac-
teristics, seizure types, and often other features that when
taken together permit a specific diagnosis. They also have
become the focus of treatment trials and genetic,
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neuropsychological, and neuroimaging investigations, and
have implications for treatment and prognosis. Two-thirds
of children can be assigned to specific syndromes early
after clinical evaluation and appropriate investigations
(EEG and/or neuroimaging) [6, 7]. Of the remaining
percentage, approximately 30 % will be assigned to a
more specific category within 2 years [8]. Approximately
20 to 30 % of patients with epilepsy have refractory epilepsy
(i.e., seizures that persist, despite accurate diagnosis and
carefully monitored treatment with antiepileptic drugs)
[9]. Knowledge of the pathophysiology of childhood
epilepsy has considerably increased with improvement
of both neuroimaging and genetic techniques. However,
our understanding of the causes and the reasons why
specific syndromes appear with precise age-relatedness
is still very limited.

The use of animal models in experimental studies is
responsible for much of our knowledge of epilepsy. These
animal models can be categorized into models of seizures
and models of epilepsy. Because human epilepsy is defined
by the appearance of multiple spontaneous, recurrent
seizures, models involving the induction of acute seizure
activity alone, without subsequent chronic seizures,
should be regarded as models for seizures per se, and
not specifically epilepsy. Animal models of epilepsy are
useful for a variety of tasks; they allow for the investi-
gation of pathophysiological mechanisms, the evaluation
and development of new antiepileptic treatment, and the
study of the consequences of conditions that may be
concurrent with epilepsy (cognitive consequences and/or
comorbidities) [10–12].

Despite the tremendous value of animal models, the
myriad differences between the human and animal brain
make the decision of which paradigm to use a critical one.
Moreover, when studying seizures in the developing brain,
several differences between the rates of maturation are
well-recognized, and making exact equivalences in develop-
mental milestones between species is a multi-dimensional
task. As a result, no single animal model is likely to faithfully
reproduce every aspect of a human epilepsy syndrome.

In this review, we provide an overview of the animal
models that focus on pediatric epilepsy. First we address
the need for models and then discuss select models that are
used to study the long-term (i.e., adult) consequences of
pediatric insults. Finally, we describe the new animal
models of childhood epilepsy.

The Need for Models

Given the wide diversity of epilepsy types that present at
different developmental ages, certain clinical questions must
be considered to identify the models that are needed. Animal

models of pediatric epilepsy should permit the study of
epilepsy syndromes with high incidences. In addition, there
is an impetus to understand epilepsy with refractory seizures
and/or cognitive impairments. Finally, despite the low inci-
dence of some epilepsy syndromes in children (such as
epileptic encephalopathies), the development of models of
these low-incidence syndromes would prove valuable in
furthering our understanding of refractoriness and the be-
havioral/cognitive consequences that present significant
challenges in clinical practice. To illustrate the current need
for animal models of pediatric epilepsies, Fig. 1 lists the
pediatric epilepsy syndromes according to their incidences
and consequences.

In 2004, a workshop was organized to address the need
for pediatric epilepsy models [13]. This gathering stressed
the need for models in 2 categories of epilepsy that are of
particular concern, because of their intractability to treat-
ment and association with cognitive decline. The epileptic
encephalopathies are the first group; they entail age-specific
seizure onset, refractoriness to medical treatment, and pro-
gressive cognitive deterioration. The second group of epi-
lepsy identified to be in need of animal models is the
refractory partial epilepsies.

Figure 1 illustrates the need for new models of pediatric
epilepsy. New animal models should meet the following,
previously suggested criteria [14]: 1) the animal model
should exhibit electrophysiological correlates/patterns simi-
lar to those observed in the human condition; 2) the etiolo-
gies should be similar (e.g., genetic predisposition or
injury); 3) the proposed animal model should be scaled to
(or reflect) human age when the epilepsy syndrome is age-
specific; 4) the animal model should display similar pathol-
ogies when the human condition has specific pathological
changes (e.g., cortical dysplasia); 5) the condition being
modeled should respond similarly to antiepileptic drugs;
and 6) the behavioral characteristics (short- or long-term
behavioral changes) should reflect behavioral manifesta-
tions observed in humans. We will also use these criteria
in the description of various animal models that are dis-
cussed here.

Injury to the Immature Brain to Induce Epileptogenesis

The term epileptogenesis applies to a variety of progressive
biochemical, anatomic, and physiological changes that lead
to spontaneous recurrent seizures. Spontaneous seizures de-
velop after a “silent” period, which may last between several
days and several months [15]. Whether cell injury to the
immature brain is required to induce epileptogenesis
remains an active topic of debate [16, 17]. The majority of
existing experimental models of epileptogenesis focus on
insults in early life that precipitate epileptogenic insults and
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their long-term consequences. The existence of the latent
period is a major challenge for modeling pediatric epilepto-
genesis. The underlying mechanisms leading to epilepsy
within a specific window of early ontogenic development
are difficult to model because laboratory rodents progress
from neonates to adults in a few weeks (rats and mice are
considered adults at 45–50 days) rather than many years, as
is the case for humans; therefore, by the time spontaneous
seizures occur, the animal has passed through several
developmental stages. It should be stated that none of
the models using initial injury to induce epileptogenesis
can be considered as models of pediatric epilepsy because
they all report the occurrence of spontaneous recurrent
seizures during adulthood. However, post-precipitating
insult models are important for exploring the mechanisms
of early-life epileptogenesis and the development of
evidence-based therapeutic strategies to prevent epilepto-
genesis after injuries that occur during childhood.

Different types of injury and/or prolonged seizures have
been used to induce epileptogenesis with the goal of
mimicking human conditions (Table 1). Hyperthermic
seizures induced in postnatal day 10 or 11 (P10-P11)
rat pups are used to mimic prolonged febrile seizure
[18]. Hypoxic-ischemic brain insults can also be induced
in rat pups to model hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy,
which is a prominent cause of mortality in neonates and
morbidities, including epilepsy, in children [19]. Animal

models involving hypoxia in P7 to P10 rats have been
used to study both acute neonatal seizures and the subsequent
development of epilepsy [20, 21]. Status epilepticus (SE)
induced by pilocarpine is used in rats from P14 to
adulthood to induce significant epileptogenesis and
resulting spontaneous seizures [22, 23].

Hyperthermic Seizures Induced in P10 to P11 Rat Pups

Using various methods to induce hyperthermia, this model
aims to mimic prolonged febrile seizures. The most studied
mechanism to induce hyperthermia is the use of heated
airstream on P10 to P11 rats [18]. No evidence of hippo-
campal neuronal loss (using Nissl stain counting methods)
have been found [24], but hyperexcitability in brain slices
and an increase in seizure susceptibility have been reported
[25]. More recently, spontaneous recurrent seizures have
been recorded using concurrent hippocampal and cortical
EEG video EEG monitoring [26, 27].

Hypoxia at P7 to P10 in Rats

After unilateral carotid ligation to induce hypoxia at P7,
it has been reported that 56 % of rats developed sponta-
neous recurrent seizures. But all rats with a cerebral
infarct developed spontaneous epileptiform discharges
and recurrent seizures (100 %), whereas no spontaneous

Fig. 1 Graph with the main
pediatric epilepsy syndromes
according to their incidences
and consequences. In blue,
the epilepsy syndromes with
available animal models.
In red, the epilepsy syndromes
with needed animal models.
CAE 0 childhood absence
epilepsy; IGE 0 idiopathic
generalized epilepsies;
Sd 0 syndrome;
TSC 0 tuberous sclerosis
complex
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epileptiform discharges or seizures were detected in the
rats without infarcts. Spontaneous epileptiform discharges
were initially lateralized to ipsilateral neocortex but be-
came bilateral with time. The severity and frequency of
the spontaneous behavioral and electrographic seizures
progressively increased with time [20].

Using global hypoxia for 15 minutes in P10 rats, seizures
are induced during the neonatal period leading to recurrent
spontaneous seizures in adulthood. The latent period
was shorter than previously reported in the other models
(2–3 weeks). A progressive intensification of seizure
activity was suggested by the increased seizure frequency
and duration [21].

Status Epilepticus Induced by Pilocarpine in Rats from P14
to Adulthood

In the lithium-pilocarpine model of SE, it has been shown
that a significant level of SE-induced cell injury is observed
at P14. In 2- and 3-week-old pups, the cell injuries are
mainly observed in CA1. At P21, the injuries to the hilus
and CA3 reached an adult-like pattern, whereas amygdalar
neuronal cell injuries increased progressively with age [22].
Lithium-pilocarpine SE induced at P14 results in significant
epileptogenesis with spontaneous recurrent seizure in
approximately 10 to 20 % of rats [22, 28]. When SE
is induced at P21 or P28, the percentage of animals
with spontaneous recurrent seizures is close to the rate
of epileptic animals generated by the same SE model in
adult rats [29]. To evaluate the role of inflammation,
which is a component of febrile seizure in children [30],
we recently conducted a study using a double hit injury
(status epilepticus pluse systemic inflammation). We
found that inflammation increased epileptogenesis when
combined with SE in the immature brain [28].

Neonatal Epileptic Encephalopathies with Suppression
Burst

Neonatal epileptic encephalopathies with suppression burst
(SB) are a rare group of neonatal epilepsies characterized by
an onset of seizures in the first months of life with SB in
EEG recordings. This specific pattern is described as gener-
alized, multifocal, high-voltage, and with spikes and sharp
wave complexes alternating with periods of suppression of
electrical activity. Two syndromes have been described: 1)
early infantile epileptic encephalopathy (EIEE) and 2) early
myoclonic encephalopathy (EME) [31]. In EIEE with SB,
seizures start within the first 10 days of life. The seizure
types are variable, but epileptic spasms are the most frequent
type. Later, generalized tonic-clonic seizures may occur.
The children become inactive and hypotonic when the seiz-
ures begin. Moreover, there is an absence of psychomotor
development and the appearance of neurological symptoms.
EME is also associated with early infancy onset, an SB EEG
pattern, a variety of seizure types, and poor psychomotor
outcome. The 2 syndromes are now classified in the group
of epileptic encephalopathies. The prominent erratic myo-
clonia observed in EME is not present in EIEE, and spasms
and tonic seizures predominate in EIEE. The etiologies are
also different. Metabolic etiologies predominate in EME,
whereas malformative etiologies predominate in EIEE. A
family with an autosomal recessive form of EME enabled
the identification of a missense mutation in the gene encod-
ing the mitochondrial glutamate/proton “symporter” GC1
[32]. The identification of mutant GC1 as an etiology of
EME also emphasizes the importance of the mitochondrial
component of glutamate metabolism in normal brain
function.

An interesting study has reported seizures in P5 to P7 rats
that are associated with EEG abnormalities similar to those

Table 1 Summary of the Animal Models of Insult in the Immature Brain to Induce Epileptogenesis

How model is created Age Cell-injury after the injury
in the immature brain

Epileptogenesis/Spontaneous
recurrent seizure

Lithium-pilocarpine
status epilepticus

LiCl followed by pilocarpine P14-adulthood P7: Very little No

P14: CA1 Yes in 10-20 %

P21: Hilus-CA3 Yes in almost 100 %

Hyperthermic seizure heated airstream P10-P11 No Yes

35 % after 26 min HS

45 % after 64 min HS

Hypoxia Unilateral carotid ligation P7 Yes Yes 56 %

100 % when cerebral infarcts

0 % in absence of brain injury

Hypoxia Global hypoxia for 15 min
using an airtight chamber

P10 No Yes
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observed in suppression burst [33]. The aim of the study
was to examine the consequences of dysfunction of the
glutamate transport on electrographic patterns of the imma-
ture rat. Pharmacological inhibition of the glutamate trans-
porters with DL-threo-beta-benzyloxyaspartate resulted in
the occurrence of bilateral recurrent bursts, consisting of a
slow deflection followed by fast spiking activity and alter-
nating with periods in which detectable activity was absent.
These paroxysmal bursts occurred at a regular rate. In
about half of the animals, the bursts were associated with
myoclonic startles. Moreover, long-lasting rhythmic delta–
theta oscillatory activities were also recorded and could
occasionally be associated with behavioral manifestations
such as crawling, tonic postures of 1 or 2 limbs, freezing-like
postures, and hypermotoric activity. The authors concluded
that partial seizures that are best characterized by rhythmic
slow oscillations in 1 territory of the brain are most likely due
to poor axonal myelination.

The use of threo-beta-benzyloxyaspartate to modify glu-
tamate transport has several advantages: threo-beta-
benzyloxyaspartate is a nontransportable inhibitor and, as
such, does not induce artificial transmitter release through
hetero exchange and does not act as a partial agonist of
glutamate receptors (these properties were demonstrated
with electrophysiological recordings and binding assays)
[34]. They demonstrated the role of glutamate receptor
activation in the generation of the EEG pattern by modify-
ing the frequency and duration of activation by administer-
ing the N-Methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist ketamine
or the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid (AMPA) antagonist NBQX [33].

This pattern has not been previously described in other
animal models of epilepsy during the neonatal period.
The cortical activity is reminiscent of “suppression
burst,” because the EEG pattern is characterized by the
occurrence of high-amplitude bursts of spikes, slow
waves alternating with almost silent periods, and the
absence of normal background activity. This first description
suggests that this model should be further explored. It
would be interesting to know the consequences of these
early changes in terms of behavior/cognition, as well as
epileptogenesis.

Infantile Spasms

Infantile spasm (IS) is the most frequent epileptic syndrome
in the first year of life. However, its overall incidence is
relatively low. IS is characterized by its associated epileptic
spasms, psychomotor regression and a specific electroen-
cephalogram (EEG) pattern called hypsarrhythmia. IS is an
age-dependent epileptic encephalopathy with various etiol-
ogies that exhibit variable courses [35]. There are many

etiologies with a wide range of acquired and congenital
causes that are categorized as symptomatic (cause known)
or cryptogenic (no obvious brain disorder; cause unknown).
Children presenting with IS and hypsarrhythmia have a high
risk of developing cognitive deterioration [36]. Most of
the conventional antiepileptic drugs are ineffective for IS.
The epileptic spasms may respond to treatments, such as
glucocorticoids, adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH),
and vigabatrin. The main long-term effects of this epileptic
syndrome are the persistence of epilepsy and the cognitive
outcome representing a main cause of cognitive deterioration
during infancy [36–39].

For many years, the development of an IS model
appeared to be a real challenge [13]. Recently, several new
infantile spasm models have been published, creating new
hope for better understanding of the underlying mechanisms
of IS. Six animal models can be considered appropriate
(Table 2). Four of these models are chemically induced,
and 2 are based on genetically modified mice. These models
permit a representation of the etiological spectrum that is
observed in children with IS. The models that are induced
by endogenous and exogenous toxins or stress hormones
represent acquired causes, whereas genetic causes are
represented by Ts65Dn mice, which are a model of Down
syndrome or the Aristaless-related homeobox (ARX) model.

Models of Acquired Causes of IS

There are 4 models of IS that represent the different causes
of IS: 1) the corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) model,
2) the NMDA model, 3) the tetrodotoxin model, and 4) the
multiple-hit model.

The Corticotropin-Releasing Hormone Model

This model derives from the hypothesis that the stress
hormones ACTH and the glucocorticoids ameliorate infantile
spasms [40]. CRH release is increased by stress. The model
has been induced by intraperitoneal or intracerebroventricular
administration of CRH [41]. CRH administration during the
secondweek of life in rats caused severe seizures by inhibiting
the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. The semiology of
the seizures suggests limbic origins. Acute ACTH treatment
does not influence seizures induced by exogenous CRH.
These observations suggest that ACTH acts to repress
infantile spasms by suppressing the level of endogenous
CRH [42, 43]. EEG recordings during CRH seizures
show rhythmic, sharp activity [41]. These EEG recordings
are closer to those observed in limbic seizures than
those observed in IS in humans. However, this age-
specific model is induced without any brain damage,
which permits the analysis of the consequences of the
spasms themselves in studies of long-term consequences.
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Moreover, the CRH model provides pivotal insight into the
actions of ACTH and glucocorticoid in brain development
and infantile spasms.

The NMDA Model

The NMDA model is induced with intraperitoneal injections
of the glutamate receptor agonist NMDA in rat pups be-
tween P10 and P15 [44]. This model was originally induced
with the injections administered from P12 to P18 [45]. This
model is most likely a model of acute seizure with hyper-
flexion and tonic spasms of the entire body, but the animals
return after awhile to normal behavior. The spasms occur in
clusters. Ictal EEG shows generalized amplitude reduction,
whereas interictal EEG may show, in some animals, large-
amplitude, nonsynchronous waves. These electroclinical
characteristics fit human IS, even though interictal EEG
cannot represent a true hypsarrhythmia. At the same time,
the rats lose their righting reflex [44]. Cognitive deficits in
the form of impairments in spatial learning and memory
appear in adult rats following NMDA-induced seizures in
pups [46].

More recently, it has been shown that the spasms start
earlier and occur in greater numbers when the rats are
prenatally exposed to betamethasone or restraint stress [47,
48]. This pretreatment was chosen by the authors of these
studies to mimic prenatal stress by altering the hypothalam-
ic–pituitary–adrenal axis. Similar to the human condition,
chronic pre-treatment ACTH treatment or chronic pretreat-
ment with methylprednisolone at the time of spasms signif-
icantly reduces the number of spasms and significantly
increases the latency of spasm onset. Moreover, pretreat-
ment with vigabatrin, but not rapamycin, suppresses the
spasms [48]. Significant behavioral changes occur following
the start of spasms. The betamethasone/NMDA model sat-
isfies some of the infantile spasm criteria for seizure semi-
ology: age specificity, EEG changes, pharmacological
profile, and cognitive deficits. Owing to the lack of struc-
tural brain damage or lesions in the betamethasone/NMDA
model, some investigators have proposed this model as one
of cryptogenic infantile spasms [49]. The NMDA model
shares interesting pharmacological response properties with
the suppression of epileptic spasm with ACTH, methylpred-
nisolone, or vigabatrin [48].

The Tetrodotoxin Model

Intrahippocampal infusion of tetrodotoxin (TTX) creates
recurrent brief spasm-like seizures in P10 to P12 rat pups
[50, 51]. These seizures consist of short discharges of fast
activity as recorded by EEG. The use of TTX to chronically
suppress neural activity during specific developmental
windows results in hyperexcitability.T
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When TTX is injected for 28 days, beginning on P10,
initially there is a depression of neuronal activity, followed
by EEG abnormalities some time later. Around P21, one
third of TTX-treated rats developed flexor or extensor
spasms that occur singly or in clusters. The ictal EEG is a
generalized slow wave followed by voltage attenuation and
then low-voltage fast activity. This pattern is similar to the
usual ictal pattern of IS. Recently, it has been shown that
high frequency EEG activity occurs throughout ictal events
[52]. Interestingly, the interictal EEG pattern has high-
voltage, slow waves and multi-spikes. This interictal EEG
can be compared to hypsarrhythmia. These electroclinical
features continue after the end of the TTX infusion. The
spasms give way to prolonged seizures. The TTX model
provides convincing evidence for hypsarrhythmia and elec-
trodecrement in an animal model [53]. In this model, the
occurrence of spasms is very late in terms of brain matura-
tion. However, this model emphasizes that blocking neuro-
nal activity of a normal brain might result in epileptic
spasms. The TTX could also be an interesting tool for
understanding the mechanisms by which spasms evolve into
other seizure types. The behavioral consequences and effi-
cacy of antiepileptic drugs need to be further studied in this
model.

The Multiple Hit Model of IS

The multiple hit model uses severe damage to cortical and
subcortical structures on the basis of the theory that IS
results from abnormal interactions between cortical areas
and subcortical structures, including the brain stem. Doxo-
rubicin is injected into the cerebral ventricles, and lipopoly-
saccharide is administered intracerebrally in P3 rats.
Doxorubicin, an anthracycline chemotherapeutic agent, is
used to induce neuronal damage, whereas lipopolysaccha-
ride, a part of bacterial walls that acts as a toll-like receptor 4
agonist, is used to induce inflammation. These initial brain
injuries are followed by an intraperitoneal injection of p-
chlorophenylalanine at P5 to inhibit tryptophan hydroxylase
and block the synthesis of brain serotonin. Serotonin is
known to reduce brain excitability. After these 3 hits, the
rats begin to exhibit recurrent seizures from P7 to P12.
These seizures, such as IS, have clusters of spasms associ-
ated with electroencephalographic decrement. After P11 to
P12, limbic seizures with running behavior are also ob-
served [54]. The multiple hit model should be considered a
model of symptomatic IS that represents the most common
etiology of IS in humans [35]. In this model, ACTH did not
suppress spasms, whereas vigabatrin had a transient effect
on spasms (only at P5). This model may be helpful in
evaluating treatments for refractory IS [54]. More recently,
new treatments have been evaluated (e.g., rapamycin sup-
pressed spasms dose-dependently and improved

visuospatial learning [55], and carisbamate also displayed
acute effects on spasms [56]). These findings have helped to
create new hypotheses for treatment evaluation in refractory
IS.

Models of Genetic Causes of IS

The Down Syndrome Model — Ts65Dn Mice

A mouse model of Down syndrome (Ts65Dn) has been
developed to study many aspects of this genetic disorder
[57]. Ts65Dn mice exhibit spontaneous spike-wave dis-
charges in EEG recordings without any seizures at baseline
[58]. The spike-wave discharges are similar to those induced
in normal rats exposed to GABAB receptor agonists [59].
It has also been shown that the Ts65Dn mice overexpress
GABAB receptors, which prompted the suggestion that
the use of GABAB receptor agonists might increase seizure
susceptibility [58]. The administration of baclofen or γ-
butyrolactone (the pro-drug of the GABAB agonist γ-
hydroxybutyrate) to Ts65Dn mice (1 week to 2 months old)
results in clusters of extensor spasms with polyspike-
wave bursts and electrodecrement on EEG recording,
whereas γ-butyrolactone injected into wild-type mice
causes spike-wave discharges and absence seizures [59].
antiepileptic drugs used to treat infantile spasms (ACTH
and vigabatrin) improve these epileptic phenomenon,
suggesting this model of spasms is pharmacologically
reliable [58, 60]. Assessment of the long-term consequences
would be interesting. These mice can be considered a model
of the genetic causes of infantile spasms because infantile
spasms occur in ≤10 % of children with Down syndrome
[61]. The major limitation is the absence of spontaneously
or chronically occurring infantile spasms. However, the need
for GABAB receptor agonist injection suggests that GABAB

receptors are involved in the pathogenesis of infantile spasms,
at least those associated with Down syndrome. The
mechanism by which GABAB receptor alteration causes
spasms needs to be further studied. Another limitation is
that the induced spasms are observed in 2-month-old
mice (late adolescent to adult). Epileptic spasms in
humans can be observed after infancy [62, 63] but have
not been reported to occur this early in Down syndrome
[64].

The Aristaless-Related Homeobox Mutation Model — ARX
Spasms Model

Mutations in the ARX gene (OMIM *300382) are associated
with a variety of neurological syndromes, including infantile
spasms [65]. The ARX gene is 1 of a family of homeobox
genes encoding transcription factors required for normal
nervous system development. ARX knockout mice exhibit
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deficient proliferation of several cell types, including
GABAergic interneurons [66]. Thus, mice with conditional
deletions of ARX from inhibitory interneurons of the cortex
have been created. Arx knock-in in these mice reproduces
the 23 alanine codons in human ISSX-ARX(GCG)10+7.
The pups display twice as many spontaneous spasm-like
movements as do wild-type littermates. Arx(GCG)10+7

mice have EEG abnormalities that include sharp spike-
slow wave transients followed by attenuation of back-
ground activity and an increase in high-frequency back-
ground rhythmic activity. These EEG findings are not
observed in the older mutants. These mice also have
behavior modifications, including abnormally low anxi-
ety and cognitive impairment. Between the ages of 3.5
and 10 weeks, Arx(GCG)10+7 mutants show spontaneous
seizures characterized by versive or clonic movements
that are associated with generalized attenuation of the
EEG background with low-voltage fast activity and followed
by generalized high frequency and high-amplitude spikes
and polyspikes in different brain areas. The seizures last
more than 20 seconds. The ARX spasm model seems to
share critical phenotypic features with human IS. Interestingly,
the persistence of seizures should allow modeling of the
transition from spasms to other types of seizures [67].
There are currently no data on the effect of treatments on
this model.

Despite the fact that epileptic spasms are recorded among
days, most of the models of IS are induced by injection of
various components. The genetic models exhibit spontane-
ous epileptic spasms. However, the genetic models reflect a
small number of the etiologies of IS. An ideal model that
recapitulates all aspects of human IS is unlikely, but
increases in the number of IS models would permit multiple
approaches to further understand the underlying mecha-
nisms of this epileptic encephalopathy.

Cortical Dysplasia

Cortical dysplasia is a frequent cause of medically in-
tractable forms of epilepsy [68]. Abnormalities in neuro-
nal migration (when newly developed neurons fail to
reach their proper destinations) result in aberrant brain
structures that are often termed cortical dysplasia. Dys-
plastic cell clusters and/or surrounding structures (neo-
cortex or hippocampus) are often identified as the sites in
which epileptic activities are generated, and invasive
surgical resections of these “lesions” have been used to
control seizures [69–71]. There are several animal mod-
els of neuronal migration disorders that can be induced
by chemical treatments (e.g., methylazoxymethanol ace-
tate), prenatal irradiation, modifications of cell develop-
ment genes, or cortical freeze-lesions [72].

Methylazoxymethanol Acetate

In utero exposure of rats to MAM results in reproducible
brain abnormalities that include microcephaly, heterotopic
cell clusters in the hippocampus and cortex, and abnormally
located cell clusters in the periventricular region [73].
Abnormal connectivity between heterotopia clusters and
the cortical and hippocampal regions has been shown
using tract-tracing methods [74]. The focal abnormalities
induced in this model are more than anatomical abnormalities;
the surrounding tissue is also abnormal [75], and it has
been suggested that this tissue is the initiator/driver of
the epileptiform discharge [76].

MAM-induced abnormalities underlie increases in seizure
susceptibility during the first periods of life [77–80] and
enhance epileptogenesis using a kindling model [78].

Germano et al. [80] first reported the effect of prenatal
exposure to MAM on hyperthermic seizures. They found a
higher incidence of induced-hyperthermic seizures at P14
and a higher mortality rate. Later, it was shown that prenatal
exposure to MAM alone results in spontaneous recurrent
seizures in approximately 20 % of animals [81]. In the
developing brain, a double hit injury with hyperthermic
seizures and MAM results in spontaneous recurrent seizure
in a higher percentage of animals [82]. When a “double-hit”
combining MAM and pilocarpine is used to induce SE in
adult rats, it has been established that prenatal induced
cortical development results in more severe post-SE induced
epilepsy. MAM pilocarpine rats showed abnormally large
cortical pyramidal neurons with neurofilament over-expression,
suggesting some similarities with dysplastic neurons in humans
[83]. These data show that pre-existing experimental cortical
malformations enhance epileptogenesis.

In Utero Irradiation

The use of in utero radiation on postnatal brain structures
and its behavioral consequences are dependent on both the
timing and the dose of radiation [84–86]. Fetal irradiation
can produce a wide range of structural defects, including
microcephaly, diffuse cortical dysplasia, neuronal heteroto-
pias, and ectopic pyramidal cells in the hippocampus. Brain
dysplasias produced by irradiation with gamma rays at
various stages of prenatal development cause different
postnatal susceptibility to seizures [79, 87]. This model
produces multiple brain abnormalities and seems to share
similar properties regarding seizure susceptibility and
epileptogenesis with the MAM model.

Focally Induced Lesions

Because MAM produces widespread lesions, some authors
have developed a model using unique focal lesions. Focal
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microgyric lesions can be induced in P1 neonatal rats using
a cylindrical 2-mm diameter copper probe that is cooled in
liquid nitrogen. The cooled cylinder is brought into contact
with the skull overlying the right frontoparietal cortex for
10 seconds (2 mm Anterior-posterior (AP), 2 mm lateral).
Freeze lesions are known to result in anatomical and func-
tional changes that lead to cortical hyperexcitability. These
changes have been reported to include increased density of
thalamic projections to the paramicrogyral cortex [88] and a
loss of inhibitory interneurons within the microgyrus [89].
These lesions are also responsible for an increase of NMDA
receptor density in the transition zone between the micro-
gyrus and the paramicrogyral cortex and a diffuse de-
crease in GABA receptor density [90–92].

The cortical dysplasias created by focally induced lesions
are responsible for shorter latencies and lower thresholds to
seizure in response to hyperthermic seizure model. The
electrographic seizure activity lasted longer than that in
control groups [72]. The same group examined the effects
of focal lesions (induced with the same methods) in combi-
nation with hyperthermic seizures induced by a hair dryer. A
20-minute hyperthermic seizure was responsible for limbic
seizures and memory deficits during adulthood in 86 % of
the animals [93]. The mechanisms by which focal lesions
lead to significant temporal lobe epileptogenesis are current-
ly unknown [93]. Once again, this model of focal lesions has
allowed the clear establishment of the role of such lesions in
epileptogenesis. However, there are currently no spontane-
ous seizures at an early stage that would permit defining this
model as a pediatric epilepsy model.

Although these models have enabled further understanding
of the role and underlying mechanisms of cortical dysplasia in
seizure susceptibility/epileptogenesis, they have not resulted in

spontaneous seizures before the animals become adults. How-
ever, in the majority of patients with focal cortical dys-
plasia and epilepsy, epilepsy began in the first 5 years of
life [94].

Tuberous Sclerosis Complex

Tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) is an autosomal dominant
multisystem disorder characterized by hamartomas inmultiple
organ systems, including the brain, skin, heart, kidneys, and
lung. Central nervous system manifestations include infantile
spasms, epilepsy, learning difficulties, and behavioral prob-
lems. TSC affects approximately 1 in 7500 individuals world-
wide. TSC occurs when inactivating mutations occur in 1 of 2
genes: TSC1 (OMIM #191100) or TSC2 (OMIM #613254).
TSC1 codes for the hamartin protein and TSC2 codes for
tuberin. Hamartin and tuberin together form a guanosine
triphosphatase (GTPase) activating protein complex that
inhibits rheb, the GTPase that activates the mammalian Target
of Rapamycin (mTOR) [95, 96]. Mutations to either TSC1 or
TSC2 disrupt the function of the complex, which explains
why mutations to either gene cause the same disease. The
mTOR pathway provides an intersection for an intricate net-
work of protein cascades that respond to cellular nutrition,
energy levels, and growth-factor stimulation [97]. Because of
the pathogenesis of TSC, mTOR inhibitors are interesting
drugs for the treatment of TSC.

The Eker rat is the first animal model of TSC. The Eker rat
was initially reported to have autosomic dominant renal ade-
noma and adenocarcinoma [98, 99] (Table 3). Later, the
pathogenesis in this strain was linked to a spontaneous inacti-
vating mutation of TSC2 [100]. Typical neuropathological

Table 3 Summary of the Animal Models of Tuberous Sclerosis Complex

How model is created Histology Spontaneous seizure

Eker rat Spontaneous inactivating mutation
of TSC2

Subependymal and subcortical hamartomas No spontaneous seizure

No cortical tuber Decrease in fluorotyl seizure
threshold after a second hit

TSC1 +/− Mice with heterozygote deletion Numbers of astrocytes is increased No

TSC2 +/− TSC2 +/− : altered ultrasonic
vocalizations

TSC1GFAP CKO Conditional KO mice, astroctytes Increase of GFAP-positive cells increases Yes 1–2 months
Ectopic neurons within the hippocampus

No tuber

TSC2GFAP CKO Conditional KO mice, astrocytes Diffuse glial proliferation, dispersion of
hippocampal pyramidal cells

Yes 3-week-old and higher seizure
frequency than TSC1GFAP CKO

No tuber

TSC1synapsin CKO Conditional KO mice, neurons Enlarged and/or dysplastic cortical and
hippocampal neurons

Yes

CKO 0 conditional Knock-out; KO 0 Knock-out
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hallmarks of tuberous sclerosis have also been reported with
subependymal and subcortical hamartomas as the most preva-
lent (65 % of the TSC2 mutated rats). No cortical tubers were
detected. Meningiomas and pituitary adenomas were also
observed in a significant number of animals [101]. Brain
abnormalities in the Eker rats increased after the use of
irradiation as a second hit. Moreover, a trend for shorter
latencies to flurothyl induced-seizures suggests an increase in
seizure susceptibility [102]. Although these lesions have some
resemblance to the brain lesions occurring in TSC patients, no
correlation with a significant clinical phenotype has been
reported.

Initial attempts to recapitulate the human TSC phenotype
in mice used conventional knockout Tsc1 or Tsc2 mice.
Mice homozygous for the loss of Tsc1 or Tsc2 die in
mid-embryogenesis of apparent cardiac malformations
and liver hypoplasia [103–105], whereas heterozygous
animals are viable and develop renal and liver tumors.
These mice do not exhibit a clear phenotype of TSC
central nervous system involvement, except that altered
ultrasonic vocalizations that suggest social abnormalities
have been reported in Tsc2+/− mice [106]. In the central
nervous system of Tsc2+/− and Tsc1+/− mice, the number of
astrocytes is increased, which suggests that hamartin and
tuberin are important astrocyte growth regulators [107]. These
findings, and the frequent development of astrocytic
tumors in patients with TSC, highlight the importance
of astrocytes in the involvement of TSCs with the brain.
Subsequently, conditional knockout mice with inactive
TSC genes in astrocytes have been studied.

The TSC1GFAP conditional knockout mice initially appear
to have normal brains. With age, the number of GFAP-
positive cells increases along with ectopic neurons within
the hippocampus. These mice exhibit seizures by 1 to
2 months, and die by age 4 to 5 months [108]. Pathologically,
the brains of these mice exhibit an increased number of
astrocytes and neuronal disorganization within the hippo-
campus. There is no evidence of focal abnormalities
resembling tubers. Alterations in glutamate homeostasis
secondary to dysfunctional astrocytes have been identified
[109]. These findings suggest that induced molecular
abnormalities are sufficient to cause seizures independently
of the existence of tubers. The use of rapamycin in the
TSC1GFAPCKO inhibits the activation of the mTOR pathway,
resulting in the prevention of histological abnormalities
(astrogliosis, increased brain size, and neuronal disorganization)
and prevention of the occurrence of epilepsy when rapamycin
treatment is given early (P14). When rapamycin was given after
the start of the first seizures (6 weeks), the seizures were sup-
pressed and the survival rates were increased [110].

Similar to TSC1GFAP CKO mice, TSC2GFAP CKO mice
exhibit epilepsy, premature death, progressive megalence-
phaly, diffuse glial proliferation, dispersion of hippocampal

pyramidal cells, and decreased astrocytic glutamate trans-
porter expression. However, TSC2GFAP CKO mice have an
earlier onset (3 weeks in TSC2GFAP CKO vs 4 weeks in
TSC1GFAPCKO) and higher frequency of seizures (30–35
Sz/48 h at 7 weeks in TSC2GFAP CKO vs less than 10Sz/
48 h at 7 weeks in TSC1GFAPCKO), and significantly more
severe histological abnormalities. The differences between
these 2 transgenic mice seem to be correlated with higher
levels of mTOR activation in TSC2GFAP CKO mice. These
findings can be partially reversed by rapamycin [111].

Knockout mice involving inactivation of TSC1 in
neurons (TSC1synapsinCKO mice) have also been generated.
TSC1synapsinCKO mice exhibit neuronal hyperexcitability
and spontaneous seizures [112, 113]. The TSC1synapsinCKO
mice have several neurological abnormalities, such as
enlarged and/or dysplastic cortical and hippocampal neurons.
Some neurons are ectopic in multiple sites in the cortex
and hippocampus. This model replicates several neuro-
pathological features of human TSC brain lesions [113].

These models allow multiple approaches to understand
the underlying mechanisms leading to the clinical pheno-
types of TSC. They also permit the study of the molecular
pathways and preclinical evaluation of mTOR inhibitors.

Rapid Kindling: A Model of Epileptogenesis
in the Developing Brain

As previously mentioned, the majority of existing experimen-
tal pediatric models of temporal lobe epilepsy focus on early
life insults precipitating epileptogenesis and their long-term
consequences (i.e., spontaneous recurrent seizures occurring
during adulthood). The time between the insult and the ap-
pearance of spontaneous seizures is a major challenge for
modeling pediatric epileptogenesis; indeed, seizures typically
begin to occur after the animals are already adults, because the
speed of rodent brain maturation outpaces the evolution of
epilepsy. The kindling model affords a reproduction of, and a
means to examine, epileptogenesis, despite the fact that kin-
dled animals do not develop spontaneous seizures. Although
post-precipitating insult models are hardly amenable for
studying epileptogenesis in the developing brain, the use of
a kindling model in the developing brain is possible.

The kindling phenomenon consists of the occurrence and
progressive development of secondary generalized complex
partial seizures in response to repetitive, initially subcon-
vulsive electrical stimulations of limbic structures [114].
Moshe [115] and Moshe and Albala [116] were the first to
show that immature rats can be kindled and that the effects
of kindling are life-long. In 1985, Eric Lothman introduced
a model of epileptogenesis that was based on the kindling
phenomenon [117]. Under conditions of conventional kin-
dling, the epileptic state is generally achieved within 1 to
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2 weeks. However, by manipulating the parameters of the
electrical stimuli applied to the ventral hippocampus of
adult rats, Lothman et al. [117] were able to compress
the progression to the kindled state to several hours. The
feasibility of the model in the immature rat was con-
firmed by Michelson and Lothman [118], who provided a
detailed description of both behavioral and electrographic
hallmarks of rapid kindling in immature rats at several ages,
including postnatal days 7 (neonatal), 14 (post-neonatal),
21 (pre-adolescent), and 28 (adolescent). This finding created
a new opportunity for pediatric epilepsy research; indeed,
using the rapid kindling model, epileptogenesis could
now be reproduced within a very narrow and specific
ontogenic window of interest, thus creating a system
usable both for basic research and preclinical develop-
ment of antiepileptic drugs tailored to specific ages. The
latter aspect is particularly important, considering that the
control of neuronal excitability and, hence, conceivable
mechanisms of epileptogenesis are different between the
immature and the adult brain, and evolve as a function of
brain maturation. Furthermore, rapid kindling protocols
can be used to discern between antiepileptogenic (i.e.,
interfering with the seizure progression) and antiictogenic
(i.e., attenuating the established kindling seizures) effects
of candidate antiepileptic drugs [119]. The usefulness of
rapid kindling in studying pediatric epileptogenesis is
highlighted by experiments involving the modulators of
the Na+-K+-2Cl- co-transporter (NKCC1) and the KCNQ2/3
channels.

The Na+-K+-2Cl- Co-Transporter (NKCC1)
and the Effects of Bumetanide

In the adult brain, the inhibitory effects of GABA are
due to the GABA-A receptor-mediated Cl- influx, which
is determined by the Cl- extruding K+-Cl- co-transporter
(KCC2) [120]. In contrast, during the very early stages
of development (prenatal-early neonatal), Cl- flow is
regulated by the inward NKCC1, which increases con-
centrations of intracellular Cl- [121]. As a result, during
early stages of development, the GABA-A receptor-mediated
opening of Cl- channels leads to an outward Cl- flow and,
thus, to excitation [122]. One of the presumed consequences
of GABA acting as an excitatory neurotransmitter early
in life is the ineffectiveness of GABAergic antiepileptic
drugs [122, 123] on the one hand, and the antiepileptic
effects of NKCC1 blockers on the other hand. Indeed,
the NKCC1 blocker bumetanide exerted acute anticon-
vulsant effects in immature animals [123]. Under condi-
tions of rapid kindling applied to immature animals
across different ages, bumetanide exerted potent antiepi-
leptogenic effect in all but few neonatal rats, yet it was
completely ineffective in pre-adolescent subjects. During

the neonatal-to-pre-adolescent transition, bumetanide sup-
pressed kindling progression in approximately one half
of animals; this result apparently reflected the completion
of the ontogenic shift from the NKCC1 to KCC2 regu-
lation in some animals [124].

KCNQ2/3 Channels and Effects of Retigabine

KCNQ2/3 (also known as KV7.2/7.3) are potassium
channels that mediate M-type K+ currents and play im-
portant roles in the regulation of neuronal excitability
[125, 126]. Mutations in the genes encoding KNCQ2/3
have been associated with the benign familial neonatal
seizures, which rescind during the first month of life
[127]. Qiu et al. [128] established that K+ M-current
plays critical role in regulating the transition from inter-
ictal to ictal bursts in the 0 Mg2+ seizure model in vitro
and that this mechanism is particularly important in im-
mature neurons. Retigabine is an antiepileptic drug that
exerts anticonvulsant effects through the opening of
KCNQ2/3 channels [129]. Comparison of the antiepilep-
togenic and anticonvulsant effects of retigabine in imma-
ture rats subjected to rapid kindling revealed that while
the compound was effective across all 3 ages, there was
an age-dependent decline in its antiepileptogenic efficacy
from post-neonatal to adolescences [130].

The previously described data emphasize the useful-
ness of the rapid kindling model in evaluating the effec-
tiveness of evidence-based therapeutic interventions in
the immature epileptic brain. Key advantages of rapid
kindling include the ability to study the epileptic process
(as opposed to single acute seizures) during the narrow
ontogenic window of interest (as opposed to long-term
outcomes of precipitating insults). At the same time, the
limitations of the model should be acknowledged and
understood when planning preclinical trial studies or
examining mechanisms of pediatric epilepsy and epilep-
togenesis. The most obvious limitation is that rapid kin-
dling is contingent primarily on neuronal plasticity, not
neurodegeneration. Therefore, it is suitable neither for
studying mechanisms of epilepsy-induced cell death nor
for the development of neuroprotective therapeutic inter-
ventions. Another serious limitation of the model is that,
unlike post-precipitating insult models [131] and conven-
tional kindling (Sutula, 1990), the epileptic state created
by repetitive stimulation is not life-long, but it dimin-
ishes and disappears within several days after the proce-
dure [132]. Finally, the examination of the anti-
epileptogenic effects of candidate therapeutic interven-
tions requires their administration prior to the commence-
ment of the kindling procedure and, thus, limits their
therapeutic relevance; this limitation does not apply to
studying antiictogenic therapies.
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Models of Dravet Syndrome

Dravet syndrome (DS) (OMIM 607208), or severe myo-
clonic epilepsy, was described by Charlotte Dravet in
1978. This syndrome is characterized by febrile and afebrile,
generalized and unilateral clonic or tonic-clonic seizures
that occur in the first year of life in an otherwise normal
infant. Later, myoclonus, atypical absences, and partial seiz-
ures are observed. Developmental delay becomes apparent
within the second year of life. DS is a refractory epilepsy
syndrome [133, 134]. The onset of seizures is characterized
by febrile partial status epilepticus occurring before the age
of 1. This first seizure is often considered a febrile seizure,
but shortly thereafter, both febrile seizures and seizures
without fever occur, leading to diagnosis. SCN1A mutations
have been identified as a cause of DS. SCN1A encodes the
α-subunit of the Nav1.1 channel. Voltage-gated Na+chan-
nels are complexes of an α subunit containing the voltage
sensor and ion conducting pore, in association with 1 or 2 β
subunits (β1-β4) [135]. Voltage-gated sodium channels
(NaV) are critical for initiation of action potentials. Eighty
percent of DS patient mutations arise de novo in affected
individuals. Approximately 50 % of these mutations result
in truncated proteins, which demonstrates haploinsuffi-
ciency for SCN1A, and several of the missense mutations
in patients with severe myoclonic epilepsy in infancy also
appear to cause loss of function [136].

A first animal model of DS has been generated in mice
through a targeted deletion of a major exon in the SCN1A
gene [137]. Homozygous null Scn1a−/− mice developed
ataxia and died around P15, whereas heterozygous
Scn1a1/– mice had hyperthermic-induced seizures and
spontaneous seizures [137]. A second mouse model has
been generated through knock-in of a stop codon into the
SCN1A gene (R1407X, in exon 21) [138]. Both models
exhibit symptoms that are observed in DS patients (e.g.,
spontaneous seizure and hyperthermia-induced seizure
and ataxia). The appearance of seizures is related to brain
maturation in a way that can be extrapolated to humans.
In the first model, hyperthermic seizures begin to be
observed at P20-P22. Myoclonic seizures followed by
generalized seizures are induced by hyperthermia at P20
and later. Spontaneous seizures are also observed in mice
older than P32. The interictal recordings permit further
illustration of these developmental changes in the seizure
susceptibility. Most of the P20-P22 mice have interictal
epileptic activity with elevated body temperature, whereas
interictal activity was observed at normal temperature in
most of the P30-P46 mice [137]. In the second model, the
authors reported that homozygous knock-in (Scn1aRX/RX)
pups developed recurrent spontaneous seizures at P12.
The homozygous pups have tonic-clonic and clonic seizures
at P12-P16 that last for 1 to 3 minutes with a 1- to 4-h interval

between seizure attacks. They also exhibit rhythmic jerking
movements. Furthermore, at p10, Scn1aRX/RX pups
developed abnormal and unstable gait. The mean lifetime
of the homozygous mice was approximately 16 days.
The authors suggested that the movement and gait were
responsible for malnutrition that leads to death. In the
Scn1aRX/- pups, the seizures started in the third postnatal
week. However, some pups exhibited recurrent spontaneous
seizures after P18. After P18, sporadic sudden death was
also observed in many Scn1aRX/- mice. In this case, the
authors did not report any relationship with malnutrition
[138]. This hypothesis should be further explored because it
might be an interesting model to study Sudden unexpected
death in epilepsy (SUDEP) occurring in DS [139].

It is initially unclear why haploinsufficiency of a sodium
channel critical for initiation of action potentials should cause
seizures. It has been shown that the voltage-dependent activa-
tion or inactivation of sodium channels is unchanged [140].
However, the sodium current density in inhibitory interneur-
ons in the hippocampus of NaV1.1 (+/−) and NaV1.1 (−/−)
mice leads to a loss of sustained high-frequency firing of
action potentials in hippocampal and cortical interneurons
[138, 140]. These abnormalities lead to hyperexcitability,
which might explain epilepsy in patients with Severe myo-
clonic epilepsy of infancy (SMEI). Moreover, ataxia observed
in these mice may also be due to GABAergic cell-specific loss
of sodium current. Recordings of cerebellar Purkinje neurons
from mutant mice showed a reduction of sodium currents
without any change in the kinetics or voltage dependence of
channel activation or inactivation. These changes were re-
sponsible for a reduction of the firing rates [141].

As much of our current knowledge of the pathophysiol-
ogy of epilepsy is derived from the use of animal models;
the models can also be helpful in pharmacological inves-
tigations. Investigations of antiepileptic drugs could be per-
formed with hyperthermia-induced seizures, as well as
spontaneous seizures. For example, it has recently been
shown that a ketogenic diet (KD) increases the latency to
flurothyl-induced seizure [142]. This study explored the
mechanisms of KD using 2 mice models with SCN1A
mutations (Dravet syndrome and GEFS+). However, this
study might suggest that the mouse model of DS exhibits
similar treatment responses to those observed in humans. To
date, the efficacy of the KD in DS patients has been exam-
ined in several clinical studies [143–145]. These small clin-
ical studies strongly suggest that KD is effective in patients
with DS. Further studies are needed to address whether the
animal models of DS can predict pharmacological
responses, as has been shown in the Genetic Absence Epi-
lepsy Rat from Strasbourg (GAERS) model [146]. A first
step to further explore this hypothesis would be to study
stiripentol and topiramate, and evaluate their effects on both
types of seizures. It would also be interesting to study
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lamotrigine to identify whether this model may recapitulate
the worsening effect observed in humans [147]. The use of
the DS model with a deletion of SCN1A is interesting for
such a translational approach because more than 300 muta-
tions have been described among patients with DS [136].
Regarding the study of new treatment strategies, the
animal model of DS generated with a stop codon could
be an interesting tool; it would permit exploration of
treatments for the suppression of nonsense mutations.
Genetic and biochemical studies have demonstrated that
aminoglycoside antibiotics bind a specific site in ribo-
somal RNA and disturb codon-anticodon recognition at
the aminoacyl-tRNA (Transfer RNA) acceptor site. As a
result, the ribosome introduces missense mutations and
translates through termination codons in bacteria, as well as
eukaryotic cells. Aminoglycoside antibiotics are able to dis-
rupt translational fidelity in both species. There are now data
showing that the growth of mammalian cells in the presence
of an aminoglycoside antibiotic can suppress nonsense muta-
tions [148]. In vitro and in vivo studies have suggested that
this strategy may be relevant for human diseases. Suppression
of a nonsense mutation in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator gene by growth in gentamicin in-
creased cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
expression by 10 to 20 % compared to control cells and
restored cAMP-activated chloride transport [149, 150]. In a
mouse model of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, gentamicin
was used to disrupt translational fidelity to phenotypically
correct a nonsense mutation [151]. This type of treatment
might be used only with mouse models that use a codon stop.

Conclusion

The need for pediatric epilepsy models has been stressed for
many years [13]. Ideal models recapitulating all aspects of
each pediatric epilepsy syndrome are not to be expected.
However, increasing the number of animal models would
enable approaches for the various aspects of each syndrome.
The models of infantile spasms are a good example. Studies
using several models would permit evaluation of the effects
of treatment in models mimicking various etiologies.

There are still epilepsy syndromes without any relevant
model (e.g., rolandic epilepsy, juvenile myoclonic epilepsy,
Lennox-Gastaut syndrome, and Hemiconvulsion-Hemiplegia-
Epilepsy). An improvement of our understanding of the
various pediatric epilepsy syndromes through more cellular
and molecular data using genetic, human tissue, imaging
investigations is required to develop new animal models of
pediatric epilepsy. Moreover, a better understanding of the
relationship between brain development and epilepsy is
also a necessity. Finally, we need to improve our knowledge
regarding the presence of therapeutic targets in both laboratory

rodent and human brains across development to decrease the
gap between preclinical data and successful clinical trials.
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